Airports issue urgent call for non-discriminatory relief as EU Aviation Summit gets underway

“One-sided financial aid to airlines creates massive imbalances” says ACI EUROPE President

Brussels, July 23 2020: On the occasion of the Aviation Summit organised today by the German Presidency of the EU, ACI EUROPE outlined the dire financial situation of Europe’s airports and called on EU Transport Ministers and the European Commission to ensure balanced and non-discriminatory relief for the entire air transport eco-system.

Europe’s airports have lost almost 900 million passengers so far this year, with passenger traffic almost entirely disappearing (-98%) during the months of April and May. While airports lost all revenues during that period, they still sustained significant costs to accommodate emergency flights and ensure essential supplies via cargo flights.

Since then, the EASA/ECDC COVID-19 Aviation Health Safety Protocol and the lifting of some travel restrictions has allowed airports to restart – but their recovery is proceeding at a slow and disappointing pace. Passenger traffic was down by -93% in June, and still remains at -80% this month.

As Europe’s airports have generally not benefitted from specific financial relief, this situation means they are continually burning cash reserves – with some having to use loans initially aimed at financing investments to keep operations going.

Jost Lammers, President of ACI EUROPE warned: “The economic and financial situation of airports is disastrous and the recovery is proceeding at a much slower pace than we had hoped for. Financial aid to airlines does not address and solve airports’ own financial issues and ongoing business continuity risk in the recovery. Such one-sided financial aid to airlines creates massive imbalances in the Single Aviation Market and threatens its integrity. It will end up damaging air connectivity and consumer interest.”

While over €30 billion of financial aid has been extended to airlines, such aid is not flowing down to airports and other suppliers. Airlines are putting relentless pressure upon airports to further rebate or waive their charges – with cases of airlines in receipt of massive bailouts currently not even paying airports for the use of their facilities.

To sustain airport operations, ACI EUROPE called for the following relief measures to be enacted, stressing that the EU Recovery Plan should be used for:

- Financial compensation to airports for the costs involved in remaining open during lockdowns and for the additional costs of sanitary measures. The European Commission has confirmed that such compensation would not qualify as State aid, as it falls within the public remit.

- Extension of temporary unemployment support schemes for airport staff – to limit layoffs and retain specialist expertise.
- If the current slot waiver is to be extended to the next winter season, this should be done under strict and enforceable conditions which allow airports to plan their resource levels in an efficient manner. This is also crucial to ensure that unused slots can be reallocated to other airlines during the recovery – thus allowing for a quicker restoration of air connectivity.

- Require airlines in receipt of Governmental bailouts to pay airports for the use of their facilities.

- Allowing arrival duty free sales at EU airports. This would help support the restoration of revenue generation capabilities.

ACI EUROPE also called on EU States to better coordinate and align travel restrictions, and on the EU to take the lead in setting an international standard for passenger testing. Lammers commented: “We are grateful for the efforts of the European Commission to align EU States on travel restrictions. But EU States need to be consistent and follow through on what they have agreed to. We can not go on having States applying different requirements for the same destinations. This is not helping consumer confidence in travel and tourism - and this is hurting the recovery.”
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ACI EUROPE is the European region of Airports Council International (ACI), the only worldwide professional association of airport operators. ACI EUROPE represents over 500 airports in 46 European countries. Our members facilitate over 90% of commercial air traffic in Europe: 2.5 billion passengers, 20.7 million tonnes of freight and 25.7 million aircraft movements in 2019. In response to the Climate Emergency, in June 2019 our members committed to achieve Net Zero carbon emissions for operations under their control by 2050, without offsetting.